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Systems integrator Feltech has announced a significant number of appointments across the whole

Archive

spectrum of the business.
Stephen Hollas previously of Unity AV has joined as account manager, Andrew Diggins previously of Northern Light
Stage and Theatre joins as systems engineer and Adam Hatherill has joined us from Walcom as systems
programmer.
John Griffin has joined the design team as CAD draughtsman and Robert Nicholson is the new trainee AV technician.
Alberto Miguel is now working as AV manager in our outsourced technician team and Sean Pregnolato is the new
senior presentation support technician.
Peter Fell, Feltech’s managing director, commented “This is a time of unprecedented growth for Feltech and we are
delighted to be able to announce the expansion of our team, which will allow us to continue to offer high levels of
service to our clients. Our team have a passion for technology and a flair for helping companies and organisations
adapt in order to keep up with the pace of change. I am delighted we now have increased capacity to help our growing
client base at this exciting time”.
Feltech has also promoted Vince Smith to operational services director. Smith was previously Feltech’s service
delivery manager and will continue to oversee the company’s managed services division in his new role. Vince’s 35
years in the industry makes him a natural candidate for the position and his appointment strengthens Feltech’s
operational division during this time of extraordinary growth. Smith will now take his place on the Feltech board.
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Peter Fell commented: “Vince possesses the skills, knowledge and drive to grow our core businesses and deliver a
high quality service to our clients.”
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